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Regarding, the normal rare ninjas, which are the other designated ninjas in the seal treasure (example: sage jiraiya, sage naruto etc) There is an. The Japanese Treasure Seal - Taestensen.com
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Japan. On 1 January 1945, the members of the Japanese Imperial Navy used the code name "Tese-no-Boshi-41" to refer to the "41 Treasure Island" operation. It is well known that many Japanese submarines and their crews abandoned in the Phillipines under the American occupation after the Japan's surrender on 3 September 1945. [2]. 14 May 2018. "Ninja Seals reach the end of a pointless treasure hunt! Well, that was a complete waste of time. Hope your day is more productive!" Easterseals Florida Treasure Coast Early Steps Program 28 Jul 2018. Seals and Crofts with Diamond Girl on My Lost Treasure. Treasure (Seals, book 14) by Steve MacKenzie - Fantastic Fiction
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